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Problems with the Partial

1,2
AUC

• pAUC tries to x aws in AUC
• and its formula looks like a generalization of AUC
•

but it only measures sensitivity* in the partial case!3

• why? the de nition for AUC is deceiving. For a whole ROC curve, the
values of three di erent formulas converge3,4:

• average sensitivity
• average speci city
• balanced average accuracy
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*is average sensitivity when normalized

Sensitivity

Mallett and Altman et al.5 state: "by excluding sensitivity above 80%, the partial...AUC is 0.27 for
CA 125 and 0.15 for CA 19-9, suggesting that CA 125 is the superior test (see g 3c and d)"

1 - Specificity

1 - Specificity

fi

However, the next slide proves the opposite is true.

CA 19-9 is superior to CA 125 in performance, contrary to pAUC, because all CA 19-9
points are above or to the left of CA 125 (better performance) in the region of interest

CA 19-9
CA 125

1 - Specificity

Hence, pAUC does not represent AUC in a part. It is a misnomer!

Mallett and Altman et al.5 also state: "A pAUC...produces values of 0.12 for CA 125
and 0.11 for CA 19-9, suggesting the tests are equally e ective ( g 3e and f)."
We show a similar comparison below. The test at right is superior.
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It is false to assert the tests are equally e ective: the test at right is superior.

Problems with the Standardized Partial
• sPA tries to x aws in AUC and partial AUC
• but it is an engineered measure that lacks probabilistic meaning
• it looks good at rst, geometrically and empirically, but
• we demonstrate two new critical aws (next)
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*normalized partial AUC is average sensitivity
fi

•

others also discuss aws3,7

6
Area

The ROC curve is further from the major diagonal (dashed line) in group1 vs. group2,
hence group1 performs better, however, sPA1 = sPA2 and pAUC1 < pAUC2.
group1

group2

[0, 0.2]

[0.2, 0.4]

pAUC1 14.6%, 73.0% avgSens1
85.0% sPA1
.

pAUC2 15.8%, 79.0% avgSens2
85.0% sPA2
.

.

.

AUC 85.0%

AUC 85.0%

Legend: red = error; {yellow, green} = vertical performance re positives; {blue, green} = horizontal performance re negatives
*note: equal costs of errors are assumed by all of these performance measures

In contrast, the concordant partial AUC, plain3 (cpAUC) and normalized3,8 (AUCni)
correctly show that group1 performs better: cpAUC1 > cpAUC2, AUCn1 > AUCn2
group1

group2

[0, 0.2]

[0.2, 0.4]

pAUC1 14.6%, 73.0% avgSens1
85.0% sPA1
.
cpAUC1 45.0%, 86.1% AUCn1 .

AUC 85.0%

pAUC2 15.8%, 79.0% avgSens2
85.0% sPA2
.
cpAUC2 10.0%, 74.5% AUCn2 .

AUC 85.0%

Legend: red = error; {yellow, green} = vertical performance re positives; {blue, green} = horizontal performance re negatives
*note: equal costs of errors are assumed by all of these performance measures

For ROC curves of this shape, any group/column of any width, has the same
sPA value within a plot, as any other, and is equal to the AUC. sPA doesn't make sense.
Test a [0, 0.5]

sPA1 85.0%

sPA2 85.0%

Test b [0, 0.5]

sPA1 78.6%

Test c [0, 0.5]

sPA2 78.6%
sPA1 57.1% sPA2 57.1%

AUC 85.0%

AUC 78.6%

AUC 57.1%

The two ROC curves have the same area above the major diagonal because
they are mirror images of each other (through the faint dashed line).
sPA should have the same values (mirrored), but it does not.
Test a [0, 0.5]

sPA1 85.0%

sPA2 85.0%

AUC 85.0%

Test d [0, 0.5]

sPA1 80.0%

sPA2 100.0%

AUC 85.0%
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The End
http://www.deeproc.org
https://github.com/Big-Life-Lab/deepROC
acarrington at toh.ca
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